
Presenting:
LAA’s
Modernized
Criminal Tariff 



Housekeeping 
• Aiming for 45 min – with 15 min for questions at the end.
• Please put any questions in the chat and we will address 

them as we go, or at the end.

• Please Remember: Official materials are on our website.  
Roster Resources - Legal Aid Alberta

https://www.legalaid.ab.ca/roster-resources/


Agenda 
I. Tariff Modernization Overview 

I. New Structure 
II. Family and Appeal Tariff Changes 

II. Criminal Tariff Overview 
I. Legal Issue Levels 
II. Block Fees
III. Authorization Requests & Extra Hours 
IV. Hourly Case Management 

III. Invoicing 
I. General Rules 
II. Disbursements 



Tariff Modernization Overview
I. New Structure 

• ONLY applies to Certificates issued on or after April 1st, 2023
• The $125.00/hr is not changing 
• Certificates issued prior to April 1 are subject to the 

rates applicable at the time of issuance unless COC
• Reduced Sections and Cleaned up Tariff Generally 

• Clear Tariff Explanations 
• to answer the question “when can I charge under the non-trial resolution 

tariff item?”
• Tariff numbers start at Section 11 and run to Section 18
• Disbursements have been re-vamped



Tariff Modernization Overview
I. Appeal Tariff 
• Aside from updating Legal Issue Levels – the Criminal 

and Civil Tariffs remain the same 

• Allowed Preparation Time is based on the length of the 
original trial (or type of hearing)

• Additional hours can also be requested 
• (Tariff items 15.01 – Criminal or 15.02 – Civil)



Tariff Modernization Overview
I. Family Tariff 
• It is important to follow the Family and Civil Tariff 

Invoicing Guide when invoicing for actual time spent on 
a file –

• i.e., can I charge for item “x” in actual time on my timesheet?

• Additional Hours need to be Requested in advance for 
anything “extra” (like additional chambers applications)

• Please follow Assessment Team processes for requests as 
before April 1st, 2023



Tariff Modernization Overview
I. Family Tariff 



Family Tariff FAQ:
Question: When are the training sessions for Family?

Answer: The Modernized Tariff did update the legal language in the Family Tariff (now 
found under Section 13) and involve some streamlining, for example to combine preparation 
and attendance into single Tariff Items for efficiency when invoicing.

Overall, the Family (and Child Welfare) Tariff still operates on an hourly basis and 
charging of “actual time”. As identified on the certificate, there is a block of initial hours 
provided when the certificate is issued. If additional hours are required, they will now be 
requested under the new Section 15.02 (Additional Hours- Civil) but the process of how to 
request additional hours, and the information needing to be provided to the Assessment 
Team, will not change.

The Family and Civil Tariff Invoicing Guide will be important in guiding you as to what 
can be invoiced and how to invoice – this guide will be available April 1st.



Criminal Tariff Overview
I. Legal Issue Levels

• Administrative
• Summary
• Indictable 
• “Major” 

If the Crown re-elects “up”, you can submit an Auth 
Request – Add Legal Issue - to make the higher fee 

available on the certificate.

If the Crown re-elects “down” – you get the benefit of the 
higher fee. 



Criminal Tariff Overview
I. Block Fees
• Simplified List of Tariff Items (simplified 

invoicing as well)
• Reasonable preparation and attendance hours 

included in each block fee 
• varies by Legal Issue Level 





Criminal Tariff Overview
I. Block Fees – Trial Example (3-days) – Dollar Amounts



Criminal Tariff Overview
I. Block Fees – Guilty Plea Example – Dollar Amounts



Criminal Tariff Overview
I. Block Fees
• The point is that “included” preparation and attendance 

hours have been significantly increased to reflect a more 
reasonable estimate of actual time needed to conclude or 
reach outcome.

So, let’s look at the same examples from an hourly 
perspective:

• Multi-Day Trial 
• Global Resolution with Gladue Report 



Criminal Tariff Overview
I. Block Fees – Trial Example (3-days) – HOUR Amounts



Criminal Tariff Overview
I. Block Fees – Guilty Plea Example – HOUR Amounts 



Criminal Tariff Overview
I. Extra Hours Block 
• Additional Hours can no longer be 

requested on Criminal Certificates 
(Tariff 15.01)

• Unless the file is being handled by the 
Assessment Team in the Hourly Case 
Management Stream 

• The only available “extra hours” on 
top of the block fees is Tariff 11.19



Criminal Tariff Overview
I. Extra Hours Block 

• Extra Hours Block can only be 
accessed if at the conclusion of the 
file – the timekeeping shows that 
actual time spent was greater than 
the hours allotted across the Block 
Fees 

• Timesheets for the entirety of the file 
are required to be attached at time of 
invoicing – and will be reviewed for 
totals



Criminal Tariff Overview
I. Extra Hours Block 

Example Certificate:
Contains 1 Indictable 
+ 1 Summary Docket 

First Step: Total up 
the Timesheet 

Total = 20 hours 



Criminal Tariff Overview
I. Extra Hours Block 

Second Step: What are the total hours under the block fees 
charged?

18



Criminal Tariff Overview
I. Extra Hours Block 

• Timesheet = 20 hours 
• Block Fees = 18 hours 

• Extra Hours Block – highest level: 
10.0 hours available 

• Charge the remainder of ACTUAL 
TIME SPENT under Tariff 11.19 

• The difference in hours is 2



Criminal Tariff Overview
I. Hourly Case Management 
• There is no more High Cost Committee or Process for 

certificates issued after April 1st (for those previous in 
that stream – that will continue) 

• For Indictable and “Major” Certificates – there is an 
option to “opt out” of the Block Fees and proceed via 
Hourly Case Management in collaboration with our 
Assessment Team 

• Hourly Case Management Plan is required
• All invoicing will be under 15.01 



Criminal Tariff FAQ:
Question: Where do I charge adjournments on the new Tariff?
Answer:

Therefore, any and all adjournments required to move a file forward are now 
covered under the applicable block fee (Provincial or King’s Bench Court Fee) which also 
varies by the level of the certificate.

There is no date field for the Provincial Court Fee (11.01) or the King’s Bench Court 
Fee (11.02) so, to streamline invoicing, you do not have to enter every adjournment date 
into the invoice anymore.

In the case that a certificate requires procedural and administrative time that is 
extraordinary or not covered by the Block Fee, additional preparation time for appearances 
can be tracked and, if applicable, the Extra Hours Block under Tariff 11.19 can be utilized to 
compensate for actual time spent above and beyond the hours included in the Block Fees.



Criminal Tariff FAQ:
Question: Can I still charge for Waiting Time as a Tariff Item?
Answer: The “Waiting Time” Tariff Item has been removed. In terms of providing legal 
services for LAA clients, Roster Counsel are expected to reasonably manage and prioritize 
their own time between appearances and files and LAA takes the position that waiting time 
should not be charged against any LAA client’s certificate. 

Charging for “Actual time spent”, as would take place under the Extra Hours Block, is 
intended to capture active work on the file. If “waiting time” is on timesheets which are used 
for the basis of claiming Extra Hours under 11.19, any time entries related to waiting time or 
travel time will be deleted as “non-chargeable” and may invalidate the invoicing of the 
Extra Horus Block (causing your invoice to be rejected).

The preparation and attendance hours now included in the Block Fees generally are 
enough to reasonably cover your actual time spent on delivering legal services on a 
certificate– and in some cases, the combination of block fees may actually pay you for more 
hours than were “actually spent” per your timekeeping. 



Criminal Tariff FAQ:
Question: If the trial collapses on the morning of trial, do I charge non-trial resolution 
(11.07) or do I charge for the first half day of trial (11.14A)?
Answer: Per the expanded Tariff Explanation contained in the new Tariff, the Trial Tariff 
(11.14A) for the first half day can be charged in the following situations (related to trial 
collapse):  
• If after the trial has begun, a guilty plea or stay is entered. 
• No Evidence Called  

• This tariff item is billable when the prosecution calls no evidence, resulting in the dismissal of charges.  

• Withdrawal or Stay of Charges on Day of Trial    

So, if the Trial collapses on the first half day of the scheduled trial date – charge the Tariff Item 
11.14A and select the appropriate Information from the drop down list when invoicing. 



Criminal Tariff FAQ:
Question: When do I bill for Sentencing as a separate Tariff item?

Answer: Tariff 11.09 (Sentencing) can be charged on a separate half day than the non-
trial resolution, trial or preliminary hearing tariffs.  In many circumstances, a guilty plea may be 
entered but sentencing, contested or not, may occur on another day in the future to allow 
for sentencing reports and other documentation gathering.   
Where the guilty plea and sentencing are done in the same sitting (same half day), only the 
Non-Trial Resolution should be charged (and any applicable additional block fees that may 
apply such as the Gladue/IRCA report fee). 



Invoicing Block Fees
I. General Rules 

• As the block fee varies by level, 
selecting Dockets (Informations) when 
invoicing is still required 

• The system auto-calculates the highest 
available fee based on the Tariff

• Example: Global Resolution? Select 
ALL the dockets resolved at the same 
time for Tariff 11.07 –

• Highest fee per Tariff will be applied 



Invoicing 
I. Disbursements (Ordinary) 

• Administrative Fee of $50.00 added 
• to cover typical miscellaneous file expenses (postage, parking, file 

opening)

• Clearer Disbursement Categories 
• Bail Transcripts (expedited or not) have their own item: 17.11
• Court Searches have their own item: 17.15

• Requirement: Receipt for invoicing 



Invoicing 
I. Disbursements (Ordinary)



Invoicing 
I. Disbursements (Special) 

• Need to be requested in advance through an 
Authorization Request like for Experts under 
18.01 below: 

• Copies of final Invoices/Receipts Required



Invoicing 
I. Disbursements (Special)



Reminder:
• Materials will not be updated on Roster Resources until 

April 1st, 2023 (including official copy of Tariff) 

• There are more training sessions – and will be more 
throughout the year to support our Roster.

• Feedback and comments not raised here can be sent to 
tariff@legalaid.ab.ca

mailto:tariff@legalaid.ab.ca


Questions?
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